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ABSTRACT

Missing values are a problem in many real world applications, for
example failing sensor measurements. For further analysis these
missing values need to be imputed. Thus, imputation of such miss-
ing values is important in a wide range of applications. We propose
a visually and statistically guided imputation approach, that allows
applying different imputation techniques to estimate the missing
values as well as evaluating and fine tuning the imputation by vi-
sual guidance. In our approach we include additional visual infor-
mation about uncertainty and employ the cyclic structure of time
inherent in the data. Including this cyclic structure enables visu-
ally judging the adequateness of the estimated values with respect
to the uncertainty/error boundaries and according to the patterns of
the neighbouring time points in linear and cyclic (e.g., the months
of the year) time.

1 INTRODUCTION

In various application domains data analysts face the problem of
missing data. Missing values constitute a data quality problem that
needs to be considered in data wrangling [7]. For example, when
measuring water quality in rivers, values may be missing because
of particles plugging the sensor.

Missing values cause difficulties for many statistical methods,
since they usually rely on complete data information [2]. There
are a few specialized methods to analyze data with missing values
[8], but the common way to enable the application of established
statistical methods is to impute these missing values. Imputation
methods are categorized by the type of method itself and the kind
of output they provide [2, 4, 5, 8]. Some methods only impute
a single value and replace the missing value, which neglects the
uncertainty that is introduced in the data. Others apply repeated
resampling or use multiple imputation techniques to compute the
imputation uncertainty [8]. In case of repeated resampling it is pos-
sible to compute the standard error from the variability of estimates
[8]. Multiple imputation techniques, e.g., Monte Carlo based sim-
ulations allow to compute estimates and confidence intervals [10].
Depending on the method, the appropriate error boundary or con-
fidence interval can be used to communicate the uncertainty of the
imputation.

We propose an approach that makes the uncertainty inherent in
imputed values visible and allows for comparing them to neigh-
bouring values in linear and cyclic time.

2 TIME-SERIES IMPUTATION APPROACH

The task we support with our approach, is to impute missing values
with a suitable imputation method and provide visual and statistical
guidance for judging the adequateness of the imputed values.
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The general idea is to benefit from displaying the imputed val-
ues from two different perspectives, namely linear and cyclic time.
Figure 1 shows the design of our approach. For the two perspec-
tives, we use coordinated views, (a) the time series line plot, and
(b) the cycle plot [3]. Cycle plots [1, 3] are used to investigate both,
trend and seasonal components of time series along time granular-
ities. For this, data are binned along a certain granularity such as
for example month. Inside each of these bins, data of a coarser
granularity, e.g., years, are plotted and connected, cf. Figure 1 (b).
More details are explained in the supplementary material. The con-
trol panel (c) shows a list of imputation methods with an assigned
color to indicate the corresponding error boundary or confidence
interval in the detail view (Figure 2). In this panel it is possible
to activate/deactivate, as well as add/remove different imputation
methods. Initially, we use a preselected set of imputation meth-
ods implemented in the statistical environment R [9] and R pack-
ages [6, 11]. The missing values are estimated using these initial
methods and are shown as black dots together with the error bound-
aries or confidence interval, represented by red vertical bars. Com-
bining the estimated values from the different imputation methods
allows to quantify and communicate the uncertainty of the imputa-
tion methods, for instance using error boundaries, confidence inter-
vals or box-plots [8].

Seasonal time series are very common in real world applica-
tions and their behaviour is considered as a cyclic time structure
[1]. Arranging the data points, especially the missing ones, in the
representation as described above, allows to compare them to their
neighbouring values in linear time, but also to time points close to
each other in the seasonal cycle. This enables the user to judge the
adequateness of the imputed values. To link corresponding points
in these views, we apply bi-directional linking and brushing. When
hovering/selecting a point in one view, the corresponding point gets
highlighted in the other view. Hovering/selecting the horizontal bar
in the cycle plot representing the month’s mean highlights all points
of this part-of-the-season in the linear time series view.

Details about a specific imputed value can be expanded in both
views, by either setting the level of detail in the configuration panel
(Figure 1c), by hovering the area around the missing value with
the mouse cursor, or by zooming within the temporal axis. This
shows the results of different imputation methods next to each other
(cf. Figure 2). These details are represented by error boundaries,
confidence intervals, or modified box-plot versions, depending on
the outcome of the imputation method (e.g., time series models or
multiple imputation). Colors are assigned to the imputation meth-
ods (Figure 1c), which allows for comparing estimates of different
imputation methods and further fine tune and adjust the imputed
values if necessary. For adjusting the imputed value, the dot can
be dragged and moved directly, which also changes the value in
the other view. By highlighting and simultaneously moving the se-
lected value, it is possible to consider neighbouring values in both
linear and cyclic time.

By providing these details about the uncertainty in different im-
putation methods, the user can consider these uncertainties when
deciding which value is most plausible. In addition, the user is
aware of the uncertainty involved and can judge the adequateness
of the imputed values more accurately. The user can adjust values
through drag-and-drop within the suggested spread of the imputa-
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach for visually and statistically guided imputation. Coordinated views with (a) a time series line plot using a
linear time axis, (b) the corresponding cycle plot (for details cf. supplementary), and (c) a configuration panel. The estimated values (black dots)
of missing values and boundaries (red bars) are displayed. Upon request, more details are shown in (a) and (b), either by explicitly selecting
the level of detail in (c), or by interaction as described in Figure 2. The latter allows the user to adjust the estimated value by dragging the dot
up/down. When clicking a point in one window, (a) or (b), the corresponding point in the other window gets highlighted as well.

tion methods. It allows comparing how the imputation methods im-
pute values differently, e.g. if one method has a wider error bound-
ary or one method over- or under-estimates the missing values.

To preserve the context also in the detailed view (Figure 2, step
(3)) we use a semantic zoom using a bifocal display. This provides
an overview on the imputed value on a higher level and details on
demand. All these above described interactions are supported in
both views. Moving the mouse to a missing value in the cycle plot
or in the line plot shows the details and aids in adjusting the imputed
value accordingly.

3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We proposed a visually and statistically guided approach for the
imputation of missing values in univariate time series with seasonal
cycles. We discussed how our approach enables the user to gain
confidence in how adequate the imputed values are. By combining
statistical imputation methods with an interactive visual interface,
we provide a view for displaying the time series with a linear time
axis coordinated with a view in a cyclic arrangement, side by side.
Using linking and brushing helps keeping track of these two dif-
ferent arrangements. The outcome of the imputation methods is
visually embedded directly into both views and provides detailed
information about the uncertainty and variation of the imputed val-
ues in box-plot representations. This enables a better judgement
of the adequacy of the imputed values, raise the confidence about
these values, and adjust unsuitable values.

There are several possibilities to extend our approach. For multi-
variate time series a possible correlation between the variables can
be used to improve the imputed values. For this extension one needs
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Figure 2: Sequence of interactions for more details on demand. This
interactions with missing values and their imputed values, are possi-
ble in both views, (a) and (b) in Figure 1. To provide more details, the
representation varies according to zoom level and mouse interaction.
The transition in zoom level is shown between image (1) and (2), as
well as (1) and (3), depending on the level of detail requested. The
color encodes the imputation method, cf. Figure 1c.

to think about more appropriate techniques to visually representing
the cyclic structure. One limitation is that imputations based on out-
liers will not provide a good estimate for a missing value. Indicating
the time points involved in the imputation may help identifying sus-
picious values, which may then be excluded in order to improve the
imputation. Furthermore, the approach can be used to impute a sus-
picious value and compare the outcome of the imputation method
to judge whether the value really is an outlier. Another limitation
is that our approach is not applicable in case the time series has a
very strong trend. One idea is to extend our approach and make use
of decomposed time series with several views for each component,
for instance, separate views for trend and seasonal components.

As laid out in the introduction, missing values are a big issue
in time series data from real world applications. Our approach
expands on the possibilities of imputation methods by incorporat-
ing domain knowledge and an optimized visual representation for
cyclic time series.
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